
Workshop lesson plan 

90 minutes 

 

What we value in our students’ writing 
 

Introduction – purpose 

 Who I am and what I groove on:  I like looking at the assumptions that underlie our writing 

instruction, and I like looking at our expectations for students, where they come from, and how 

they line up with our own work.  

 Faculty values for students' writing as students transition from composition courses to writing in 

their disciplines. 

 

Writing sample – ethnography 

 

 Reactions to this writing:  

What’s something it’s doing well?  

What’s something it’s not doing well?   

If a student in a first-year writing course were doing something like this project, what  

 would you hope they could do well by the time they finish the course? 

Is this “good writing”? 

 

Writing sample – ethnography assignment 

 What does this assignment suggest matters to the teacher? What values does it demonstrate? 

 How does it relate to the values your own assignments demonstrate? 

 

Some of what I’d want people to see in the response to the assignment 

 It sets up an interesting research problem (potentially) 

 It has good command of prose. Can the author “write”? 

 

Questions / what I’d want people to focus on with the assignment 

 Notice how it attends to what probably drives the instructor craziest to see done poorly (quotation 

and citation) 

 Notice what it does and does not care to define and explain 

 Notice how the paper positions and “defines” research. (As backing up firsthand observation.)  

 I want to think about double standards, if we put this research-writing task alongside professional 

research-writing. What does the assignment teach about research? 

 

 

Concrete suggestions and advice for how to consider writing assignments and evaluation in light of the 

values that emerge during our discussion. 

 

 Watch your double standards and mixed messages. 

 Watch your blind-spots: places you know you see only partially. 

 Consider the range of reactions multiple faculty might have to a piece of writing: what then is 

your teaching responsibility?  I would say it’s awareness of articulation: how what you’re 

teaching might link to what others are doing. 

 Talk rather than assume. Make time and space to talk.  


